
Lunavi provides true end-to-end solutions for IT infrastructure and application development that deliver modern 
technology solutions to move our customers forward. From custom software development to architecting complex cloud 
environments and everything in between, we'll lead you on the path to innovation. Lunavi has data centers and offices 
across North America, with locations in Atlanta, Cheyenne, Denver, Omaha, Seattle, and Toronto.

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT: Lunavi provides custom application development, refactoring of existing 
applications, and cloud-native application hosting platforms designed to deliver business value.

CLOUD HOSTING: We're Microsoft Azure and VMware cloud partners, backing our cloud solutions with 24/7 
customer support - including a 15 minute response time - and 100% Service Level Agreements.

COLOCATION: From a few servers to complete racks, floors, or suites, get the connectivity you need within 
highly redundant, energy-efficient data center design with expert remote hands.

BACKUP & DISASTER RECOVERY: Work with expert technicians to set up a plan around your unique recovery 
objectives and time to recovery. Never lose access to your critical business applications and data.

INSIGHTS & ANALYTICS: Lunavi uses Azure data services and Power Platform to drive meaningful change by 
quickly discovering insights from your data and building smart applications that influence productivity for users.

MANAGED SECURITY: Keep your systems safe and compliant with HIPAA, SOC 1 and 2 Type II, PCI-DSS, and 
other standards, alongside managed infosec services such as SIEM, antivirus, antimalware, monitoring & more.

MANAGED SERVICES: Experienced engineers, technicians, and data center operations staff can assist your IT 
team with IT Operations from firewall configuration to security hardening to patching automation.

MODERN WORKPLACE: From Microsoft 365 to Windows 10, Lunavi helps you choose, implement, and manage 
the platforms that your employees use every day for collaboration and productivity.

VIRTUAL DESKTOP: Virtual Desktop Infrastructure services from Lunavi provide flexible desktop delivery to 
your users with greatly simplified management and updates.
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